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ABSTRACT
For creating artificial room impressions, numerous reverb plugins exist, and are often controllable by many
parameters. To efficiently create a desired room impression, the sound engineer must be familiar with all
the available reverb setting possibilities. Although plugins are usually equipped with many factory presets
for exploring available reverb options, it is a time-consuming learning process to find the ideal reverb
settings to create the desired room impression, especially if various reverberation plugins are available. For
creating a desired room impression based on a reference audio sample, we present a method to automatically
determine the best matching reverb preset across different reverb plugins. Our method uses a supervised
machine-learning approach and can dramatically reduce the time spent on the reverb selection process.

1. INTRODUCTION
Artificial reverberation is one of the most common
audio effects in music or movie production. Sound
samples can be enhanced with reverb so that the
sample’s sound matches the room impression of a
given recording, e.g., adding dry sound effects from
a database into an existing movie scene. The patent

[5] proposes a suggestion method for selecting dry
sound effects from a database based on the image
within a movie, to ease the content creation process.
To the author’s knowledge, there is no recommendation system that helps the user in selecting the ideal
reverb preset.
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2. IMPROVING THE WORKFLOW WITH ARTIFICIAL REVERBS
Beginning with [20] artificial reverbs have been under development for over 50 years. A recent review of this development process with an exhaustive reference section can be found in [22]. There
are three technical concepts of artificial digital reverbs: delay-networks, convolution based, and physical room models. While the latter concept is
currently primarily used for architectural acoustics
modeling (due to its high computational demand),
delay-networks and convolution-based concepts are
popular in content creation of music, games, and
motion pictures because of their control features and
real-time capabilities.
During these fifty years of development, uncountable artificial reverbs have been implemented and
many of them have complex, unique controls. Consequently, those reverbs are hard to use, especially
for non-trained or non-professional users.
To simplify the workflow with artificial reverbs, a few
control strategies have been proposed in the past.
One strategy focuses on providing a layer of subjective control parameters rather than technical parameters. The reverb unit of Ircam’s Spatialisateur
[11] is an example of such a control approach. Here,
the mapping of the perceptual user controls to the
underlying technical reverb parameters is based on
a series of listening tests conducted by the author of
[14] and colleagues.
On an individual level, in [18] a method is described
to train a personal interface on top of a given artificial reverb for an individual users. A linear regression model is used to map the parameters of the
underlying reverb to the personal interface. This
mapping can be learned by rating 35 reverberated
audio samples in less than 3 minutes.
In a third simplification, the authors of [25] propose
a unified API based on Open Sound Control (OSC)
to control different artificial reverbs from one single
user interface.
The approach in this paper is different, yet complementary. Rather than improving the user interface,
the system suggests reverb settings that match the
room impression of a given reference recording.
Based on this recommendation, the user can then
fine tune the individual parameters to fully create

the desired acoustic impression. Therefore, time
spent listening to numerous reverb presets can be
avoided.
3. BLIND ESTIMATION ROOM ACOUSTIC
FEATURES
Based on identifying room acoustic properties from
reverberant audio signals, this paper explores the
potential of machine-learning techniques to support
the audio engineer in finding the ideal artificial reverb available at a given DAW. To the author’s
knowledge, there is little prior work on this topic.
In [21] a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) approach
was used to estimate and categorize the room volume in reverberant speech recordings into six room
classes, ranging from 40 m3 to 18000m3 . From the
four tested feature extraction approaches, the best
results were achieved by computing RIR features
from an estimated RIR derived from abrupt stops
in speech signals with an equal error rate (EER) of
22%. The authors of [6] trained a Support-Vector
Machine (SVM) with features from a binaural model
to classify four different rooms from binaurally captured environmental sounds. Because binaural features rely on a two-channel binaural recording, their
approach cannot be used for one-channel or conventional two-channel stereo recordings, e.g., those with
a boom microphone at a film set. In [9] three different methods to estimate the reverberation time
T60 from reverberated speech were compared. These
methods are based on the Modulation Energy Ratio, Spectral Decay Distribution, and on a maximum
likelihood of a statistical model of the sound decay.
In low noise conditions the latter two methods were
found to provide accurate estimation to within ±0.2
sec for T60 ≤ 0.8 sec.
4. METHODOLOGY
Our recommendation system is derived from a
GMM-based system historically used in speaker
recognition [19] and more recently in other acousticrelated tasks such as room identification [17], event
detection [16], and geo-location estimation [15].
These systems employ Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) audio features, a short-term power
spectrum representation based on the discrete cosine
transform of a log power spectrum on the nonlinear
mel frequency scale [8].
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From each audio file, MFCC C0-C19 along with
deltas and double-deltas are extracted, 60 dimensions in total. The window lengths is 25 ms and
frame intervals are 10 ms. One Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) is trained for each reverb preset, using a bag of randomly selected MFCC vectors from
all the audio files processed with that reverb preset. The GMM training is done via MAP adaptation [19] from a reverb-independent GMM, which is
trained using MFCC features from all audio tracks
of all reverb-presets in the development set. A total
of 128 mixtures are used for each GMM. Figure 1
depicts the process. The 60-dimensional MFCC features are extracted using HTK [24], and the opensource ALIZE toolkit [4] is used for GMM training,
factor analysis implementation, and likelihood ratio
computation for the reference audio. Factor analysis seeks to obtain a low-dimensional subspace representing the undesired variations of RIR-processed
audio [12], with the RIRs coming from the same reverb preset. The undesired variations would be subsequently removed from each preset-related GMM
and reference audio. Factor analysis is computationally intensive and can be done offline. The resulting
model is stored and will be recalled when a reverb
recommendation is requested.
For a reverb recommendation, the same MFCC features (MFCC with deltas and double-deltas) are extracted from the provided reference audio file. Using
these MFCC features, their likelihood ratio between
each of the preset-related GMMs and the presetindependent GMM is computed. The reverb preset
with the largest likelihood ratio is the recommended
reverb. To provide the user instantaneously with a
reverb recommendation, this computation needs to
be carried out in real-time.
Many delay-based reverbs feature a low-frequency
modulation of the delay time of individual delay lines
to avoid undesired coloration in the reverb tail as
suggested in [7]. Due to this time-variant behavior,
it is not possible to extract one static impulse response that would characterize the system. To have
a unified approach that works with convolution, as
well as delay-network based reverbs, we decided to
train our model with audio files processed with each
reverb preset rather than to train on sampled impulse responses.

Creating Audio Files
From Reverb Presets
MFCC Feature
Extraction
Reverb Preset
GMM Training

UBM Training
MAP-Adaptation

Reverb Preset
GMM

Universal Background
Model (UBM)

offline
online

Providing Referenes
Audio file
MFCC Feature
Extraction

Compute Likelihood Score for Reference Feature Vector
with each Reverb Preset GMM

Returning Reverb Presets
with the Highest Likelihood

Fig. 1: Flow chart of the recommendation system
5.

A PROTOTYPE

As a proof-of-concept we created a prototype of the
recommendation system for 97 monaural reverb presets. As depicted in Figure 1 the system was trained
with reverberant audio files created with those reverb units and tested with real room recordings
found on the internet.
5.1. The reverb presets
Three reverb units are Lexicon MPX1 (31 factory
presets), TC Electronics M3000 (53 factory presets),
and Apple’s AU-Matrix Reverb (13 factory presets),
captured as impulse responses in 16 bit/44.1 kHz.
Because all those impulse responses are publicly
available [1], it is possible to reproduce our results.
The only indicator a novice user has to envision the
reverberant quality of a reverb preset is the preset
name. For instance “Large Hall” suggests a bright
concert hall reverb whereas “Dialog Booth” probably creates a rather unreverberant, damped impression one would find in a dialog booth. Many factory
preset names are less descriptive and their qualities
are therefore harder to anticipate. For example, factory presets such as “In the room” or “Room with a
view” are ambiguous and a user needs to try them
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out to clarify their reverberant qualities. As a reference, the names of all the 97 factory presets used
for this prototype are listed in Table 3.
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1.5 sec. In terms of Clarity, a ratio of the early to
late arriving sound energy ratio, more than 50% of
all presets have a Clarity value between −5 and 5 dB
(see Figure 2(b)). The Clarity value ranges between
−15 dB (preset “Bright Plate”) and 44 dB (preset
“Small foley blue”). As a third objective measure,
Figure 2(c) depicts the Bass Ratio (BR), the ratio
of the low-frequency reverb time compared to the
mid-frequency reverb time. More than 80% of the
presets have a BR between 0.75 and 1.25. The AUMatrix Reverb preset “Hall-Medium1” has the lowest BR (0.67) and the M3000 “Walk in Closet” has
the highest BR (4.8).

(a) Early Decay Time (EDT)
60

Fig. 2: Histogram for EDT, Clarity, and Bass Ratio
across all 97 reverb presets.

The histograms of the objective parameters suggest
that many reverb presets have similar objective parameters. To put all 97 reverb presets in context to
each other, we computed the correlation coefficient
across all reverb presets based on these 44 objective reverb parameters. A classic multidimensional
scaling procedure (MDS) was performed on these
correlation matrix and the first two dimensions are
displayed in Figure 3. This Figure shows that the
majority of presets are grouped in one cluster and
suggests that (based on the extracted objective features) most of the reverbs are somehow similar. The
vertical dimension seems to be related to the reverberation time with “Tajma Hall” and “Cathedral”
on one end and “Phone booth” and “Furnished basement” in the other. Several other reverb presets are
spread across the space and form smaller clusters.
For instance the “Dialog booth”, “Walk in closet”,
and “Small foley blue” on the right side. Also visible in Figure 3, compared to the other reverb units,
the factory presets of Apple’s AU-Matrix are very
close together, suggesting that these 13 presets are
similar.

To grasp the range of acoustical characteristics that
can be covered by the 97 factory presets, we extracted and analyzed 44 common monophonic features (see e.g., [3, 10]) from these impulse response.
For instance, the early decay time (EDT), a measure
that was found to be related to perceived reverberation time, varies between 48 msec (preset “Small
foley blue”) and 7.75 sec (preset “Subway tunnel”)
across these reverb presets. As shown in the histogram of Figure 2(a), more than a third of all reverb presets (37%) have an EDT between 0.5 and

5.2. Training
To train the GMM model, 40 anechoic speech recordings were taken from [23] and [2]. This data set
comprises 20 different male and 20 female speaker
samples each 20-seconds long. All anechoic samples
are lexically unique within the dataset. In total 3880
one-channel reverberant audio files were created in
16 bit and 44.1 kHz. Half of these reverberant audio
files were used for the reverb preset GMM training
(see Figure 1) and the entire dataset was used for
training the UBM as described in Section 4.
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Fig. 3: Similarity of the reverb presets displayed after Multidimensional Scaling. Some presets are unnamed.
5.3. Testing
As an initial test, anechoic musical recordings were
filtered with all 97 reverb presets and fed as reference audio files to the recommendation system. The
resulted equal error rate (EER) of the system was
about 3%, which is very low. This low EER is possibly due to the fact that the identical impulse responses were used for creating the training and testing data. In a real-world use case, this scenario is
unlikely. Therefore we created a more realistic scenario.
To test the recommendation system, audio tracks of
18 videos from the Flickr video database1 were extracted. Half of these videos were tagged with “Living room” and were captured in a living room environment, whereas the other half were tagged with
“Church acoustics”, suggesting that these videos
were recorded in churches or equivalent buildings.
The videos have a maximum length of 30 seconds
and all were captured with consumer video cameras
or mobile phones. In some of the footage, either
the audio is clipping or an active gain compression
notably affects the dynamic.

5.4. Results
Based on the video tags, we would expect that the
“Living room” videos will be matches with relatively
warm and short reverbs due to the high amount of
(high-frequency) absorption in living rooms. Contrarily, for the “Church acoustics” videos, one could
expect reverb presets that generate bright reverbs
with large T60 reverb times because of larger room
sizes and less high frequency damping due to plaster
and hard walls. A few factory reverb presets have
church-related name, such as “Cathedral”, “Small
Church”, or “Singing In The Abbey”. We would expect these presets to match. Table 1 and Table 2
shows the most recommended (Top 5) and least recommended (Bottom 5) reverb presets for both testing sets.

1 http://www.flickr.com/explore/video
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Top 5

Bottom 5

1

Watchtower inside
Subway platform 2
Room with a view
Mine corridor
Walk in closet

Hall-Large2
Dialog Booth
LongSwimmingPool
Drum Booth
Subway tunnel

2

Overhead Mics
Stage and Hall
Plate Space
Snare Plate
Bright Plate

Ambience 4 PA
Dialog Booth
Drum Booth
LongSwimmingPool
Subway tunnel

3

Subway platform 2
Mine corridor
Swim distant
Warehouse
VocalBright

Basement 1
Short NonLin
Plate
Drum Booth
Subway tunnel

4

Bright Room
Small foley blue
Live VO booth
Right side garage
Claustrophobia

Frankfurt hbf
Empty indoor pool
Plate Space
Warm Cathedral
Subway tunnel

5

Live VO booth
Small foley blue
Bright Room
Walk in closet
Wide garage

Hall-Large2
Warm Cathedral
Space Hall
Plate Space
Subway tunnel

Mine corridor
Subway platform 2
Watchtower inside
Wide garage
Right side garage

Room-Large1
Drum Booth
Space Hall
Hall-Large2
Subway tunnel

7

Mine corridor
Subway platform 2
Wide garage
Watchtower inside
Live VO booth

Plate Space
Hall-Large1
Hall-Medium3
Chamber-Large
Subway tunnel

8

Bright Plate
The Mens Room
Rich Hall
Vocal Plate
Big Chamber

Frankfurt hbf
Warm Cathedral
Dialog Booth
LongSwimmingPool
Subway tunnel

9

Small Hall
Subway platform 2
SmallChurch
Wide garage
BandRehearsalRoom

Hall-Large2
Dialog Booth
LongSwimmingPool
Drum Booth
Subway tunnel

6

Table 1: Resulting reverb recommendations based
on the “Living room” tesing files

Screenshot

1

2

3

4

Top 5

Bottom 5

Overhead Mics
Plate Space
Stage and Hall
Studio 40*40 ft
Large Hall

Phonebooth
Ambience 4 PA
Drum Booth
Dialog Booth
Subway tunnel

Rich Hall
The Mens Room
Small Hall
Large Hall
Mine corridor

Dialog Booth
LongSwimmingPool
Hall-Large2
Drum Booth
Subway tunnel

Vocal Plate
Hall 4 PA
Rich Hall
Snare Plate
Chamber 4 PA

Room-Large1
BudapestWestRlwayst
Warm Cathedral
LongSwimmingPool
Subway tunnel

Mine corridor
Short NonLin
Subway platform 2
Bright Plate
Empty niteclub
Space Hall
BudapestWestRlwaystDrum Booth
Warehouse
Cathedral

5

Plate Space
M SQ Garden
Large Hall
Vocal Plate
Tajma Hall

LongSwimmingPool
Recording booth
Room-Large1
Subway tunnel
Drum Booth

6

Plate Space
Hall 4 PA
Large Hall
Vocal Plate
M SQ Garden

Phonebooth
Claustrophobia
Drum Booth
Dialog Booth
Subway tunnel

Big Chamber
M SQ Garden
Tajma Hall
Rich Hall
Large Hall

Walk in closet
Ambience 4 PA
Dialog Booth
Drum Booth
Subway tunnel

Tajma Hall
LouvrePyramidHall
Studio 40*40 ft
Plate Space
Piano Plate

Plate
Ambience 4 PA
Drum Booth
Room-Large1
Subway tunnel

Mine corridor
Vocal Bright
Studio 40*40 ft
Room with a view
Large Hall

Dialog Booth
Phonebooth
Warm Cathedral
Drum Booth
Subway tunnel

7

8

9

Table 2: Resulting reverb recommendations based
on the “Church acoustics” tesing files
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5.4.1. The “Living room” set
In the “living room” set, the most recommended reverb presets for video 4 are “Bright Room”, “Small
foley blue”, and “Live VO booth”. Similarily plausible, for video 5, the best matching reverbs are
“Live VO booth”, “Small foley blue” and “Bright
Room”. Remarkably, the preset “Subway Platform
2” appears with an unexpectedly high frequency in
the recommendations. Although the reverberation
time of “Subway platform 2” is higher than other
matched reverbs (EDT is 2.14 sec), other parameters are similar, e.g., the Bass Ratio, Center Time,
or the Initial Time Delay Gap (ITDG, see e.g., [13]).
Also, initially, the recommendations for video 9 seem
to be wrong: “Small Hall”, “Subway platform 2”,
or “Small Church” do not sound like a reasonable
match for a living room scenario. When inspecting the original video, it turned out that the video
shows construction workers in an unfinished apartment. This has naturally a larger reverb compared
to a furnished living room. Therefore, these system recommendations somehow fit. Table 1 also
lists the least likely reverb preset to match the living
room recordings. Candidates such as “Long swimming pool”, “Subway tunnel”, “Warm Cathedral”,
or “Empty indoor pool” suggest that the recommendation system correctly identifies negatives (inversely affirming positive matches by identifying the
least likely candidates).

6.

5.4.2. The “Church acoustics” set
For the videos apparently captured in churches, the
least recommended reverb presets are either related
to small spaces (“Phonebooth”, “Dialog Booth”,
“Drum Booth”) or to one of the more exotic presets
(“Long swimming pool”, “Subway tunnel”). Notably, instead of the church-related factory presets,
other presets (“Rich Hall”, “Big Chamber”, “Tajma
Hall”) which have a somehow comparable reverb
characteristic were recommended. Similar to video
9 the “Living room” set, we also found an acoustic outlier: the Video 4 was matched with a smallspace reverb (“Mine corridor”, see also Figure 3).
When reading the description of the video, we found
that the recording of a female singing group was
not recorded inside a typical church, but rather in a
church alcove with fast and strong early relfections.
Therefore the suggestion of the “Mine corridor” reverb might be reasonable.

To potentially improve the accuracy of the recommendation, we want to explore additional features
such as those based on the modulation spectrogram.
We also plan to extend the system to work with
stereo and multichannel reverbs.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

To simplify the workflow with artificial reverbs, we
presented a method to automatically determine the
best matching reverb preset based on a reference
recording. This method is based on a supervised
machine learning approach derrived from a speaker
recognition system.
The goal of this system is to circumvent the timeconsuming task of listening to numerous reverb settings in order to find a preset that best matches a
desired room impression. This system could support the workflow in movie postproduction studios,
where sound effects, foley, or voiceovers need be produced in a short amount of time. It could also be
integrated in consumer DAW software to help novice
users navigate through the overwhelming reverb settings. We showed a prototype implementation based
on 97 reverb presets from 3 popular reverb units and
tested the system with consumer videos captured in
living rooms and churches. The resulting reverb recommendations show that the system is often able to
suggest plausible reverb presets. This plausibility
clearly depends on the quality and diversity of the
available reverb presets. Therfore the system’s goal
is not to reproduce the room impression of the reference recording but to provide the closest possible
match. Subsequently, the user can then fine tune
the recommended reverb as desired.
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APPENDIX - FACTORY PRESETS
Reverb Unit

Factory Preset Names

TC-Electronics
M3000

Small foley blue, Live VO booth, Walk in closet, Claustrophobia, Furnished basement, basement1, Recording
booth, Plasterwalls, Wide garage, Furnished room, Semifurnished Qntec, Corridor, Phonebooth, Dialog5,
Bright Space, Small Wood Room, Watchtower inside, Dialog1, Room with a view, Band Rehearsal Room,
Right side garage, Gated Reverb, Basement2, In the room, RMX Snare Room, Factory, Tijuana cantina, The
Mens Room, Overhead Mics, Stage and Hall, Piano Plate, Mine corridor, Studio 40*40 ft, Empty niteclub,
Subway platform 2, Vocal Bright, Warehouse, Louvre pyramid hall, All Up, Empty Arena, Bright Plate,
Empty indoor pool, Subway platform 1, LargeWarmHall, Queens Arena, Space Hall, Singing In The Abbey,
Swim distant, Frankfurt hbf, Warm Cathedral, Long swimming pool, Budapest west rlwayst, subway tunnel
Dialog Booth, Ambience 4 PA, Bright Room, Drum Booth, Small Booth, Short NonLin, Gate 4 PA, Percus
Place, Live Room, PCM60 Booth, Plate 4 PA, Jazz Chamber, Empty Club, Big Studio, Chamber 4 PA,
Bright Plate, Chamber&Refl, Snare Plate, Small Hall, Big Drum Plate, Hall 4 PA, Small Church, Vocal
Plate, Rich Hall, Medium Hall, Large Hall, Big Chamber, Cathedral, M SQ Garden, Tajma Hall, Plate
Space
Plate, Room-Small, Room-Medium, Room-Large2, Hall-Medium3, Hall-Medium2, Chamber-Medium,
Chamber-Large, Hall-Medium1, Room-Large1, Hall-Large1, Hall-Large2, Cathedral

Lexicon MPX1

Apple AU-Matrix
Reverb

Table 3: Names of all factory presets sorted from lowest to highest Early Decay Time (EDT)
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